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Brothers elebrate

LE SERVICE

staff writer
It took six 'ery talented ingers, ix instrumentalists, and one
professor 0 explore the music
we've grown accustomed to hearing.
At the Jazz and Pop 101 Concert
on Nov. 16, tudent musician' took
pride in their ong and performed
a variety of song from "My Girl"
to the Beatles.
When the advisor walked on
stage, the applause seemed to run
longer than a regular concert, and
he simply waited patiently for the
sparsely populated audience to
quiet down before introducing the
newest musical ensemble on campus, the CCU Jazz Combo.
The Jazz Combo, led by Dr.
William R. Hamil ton and drummer Jayson Eaddy, gave the crowd
a sample of jazz from greats like
trumpeter Miles Davis and classics
like Mercy, Mercy, Mercy.
The first chords of "So What"
were shakey, but the group quickly
realized the crowd supported them,
and that fact became refreshingly
clear in their faces and in their
music. Despite the occasional broken note or unsteady tempo, the
group was a joy to not only hear,
but see. With each correct note and
nailed rhythm, the look of determination flashed through their
eyes, down to their fingertips and
propelled them forward in the music.
The Pop 101 class took the
stage after the CCU Jazz Combo.
Pop 101 began with "California
Dreamin'" featuring soloist James
Markey. It was shocking how much
it sounded like the genuine recording, yet there was something
unique in the sound that made it
completely their own.
The resonance stretched to the
very back of the Wheelwright Auditorium and made the audience
member's skin bubble into little
goose-pimples. the kind you get
when you are listening to or seeing
something remarkable, new. and
astounding for the first time.
And the concert onl.' got better. "My Girl," originally by tho
Temptations, featured soloist Chris
Bergamo. It took the audience,
many of people whom would remember when the pieces were fir t
released, and made them take on a
see Pop 101, page 2

By

BETH RODDICK

staff writer
ovember II is a special day
for the members of Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity, Eta Pi chapter. It signifies the day that their chapter
was founded at Coastal Carolina
University.
This year, Nov. 11 was even
more memorable as they celebrated their fifth year anniversary of that founding.
Weekend events started Nov.
10 as they initiated five new
members into their fold, leaving
their numbers at 101. The morning of Nov. 11 they held the
Alumni Golf Tournament and the
second annual "Alumni-Active
chapter flag football game."
which the chapter won. Then that
evening dinner and the fifth year
celebration was held at the Crown
Reef Resort in Myrtle Beach, followed by a luncheon and closing

the morning of ov. 12.
More than 60 brothers were
in attendance throughout the
weekend. Joining them in the occasion were wives, girlfriends, and
friends of
the fraternity
as
weIJ
as
Brother
A I len
Woody,
treasurer
for the Pi
Kappa Phi
Foundation, and
Brother
Durwood
Owen, executivedirector meritus of the fraternity,
and who was recently honored as
the fourth founding father of the
National Fraternity. Also joining

AI<A rounds up coats
By JEN COFFI
news editor
Coats of all sizes and colors are
being collected by members of Alpha Kappa Alpha thi week.
The orority is holding its annual coat drive until Dec. 1. More
than 30 coats were collected at la t
year drive.
.. This program is just one of the
many ways that AKA has dedicated
itself' 0 make thee upreme in service 0 all mankind' aid orell
Mitchell, vice presiden and program chair of the AKA chapt .
Benefitting the Salva on Arm

the drive began in 1996 under a
serie of service-oriented program
called "On Track." It is an international program and the Rho Pi
chapter at Coastal Carolina Univer ity is holding it on th oc I
Ie d.
Coats may be dropped off at
boxes in the Stud nt Center, Prince
Building nd the Wall Buildin .
Boxe are al 0 located in some of
the local churche .
"It s a great way for u to 0licit aid for tho e in ne d of coa
this winter from Coa tal's f cuI ,
staff and s ude
local
i

v Ul.LlILlI.

Pi Kappa PhI in th celebration
wa Richard Weldon facul -advisor for the frat rnity, Pat ingleton-Young,
director
of
multicultural tuden ervice
and Vice President of tudent
Affairs Bob
Squatriglia and
hi wife, Bet .
Letter
from several
prominent individual , who
could not be in
attendance, included
Govenor Jim
Hodges, enator
Erne t
"'Fritz"
Hollings, who i also a brother
of Pi Kappa Phi, and PresIdent
Ron Ingle, were included in the
program.
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Pop 1 01: Concert

revives pop hits

-SUNDAYSCatholic Campus Ministry Association meets every Sunday for
Mass at 7:30 p.m. in the Admissions Building 005. Call 3492301.

-MONDAYS·
Student Government Association
Senate meets every Monday at 3
p.m. in Wall 309 . Call 349-2355 .

BSU, Baptist Student Union,
meets every Monday at 6~30 p.m.
in Student Center 208. Free foOd
and fun fellowship Call 3472470.

Pep Band, or University Band,
meets every Monday at 7 p.m.
in the Admissions Building 005.
Call 349·2301.

·TUESDAYS·
Tempo. student featured magazine, meets every Tuesday at 3
p.m. in Student Center 205. Call
349-2396.
Coastal Productions Board meets
every Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the
Student Center. Call 349-2326.
~WEDNESDAYS ..
ODK, Omicron Delta Kappa,

meets at 7:30 a.m. the first and
third Wednesday of every month
in Student Center 208. Next
meeting will be Nov. 1.

Sporadic sleep is
no sleep at all
By MILDRED M. YUAN
Harvard Cri~ (Harvard U.)

Continued from page I
peaceful nostalgic aura that is usually only seen in movies. Faint whispering could be heard throughout
the auditorium, and one just knew
that it was a couple oflong since high
school sweethearts whispering,
"Honey, do you remember when we
used to make out in the backseat of
your car to this song?" and giggling
delightfully at the memory.
The regular sound of a group of
11 laid-back, amateur, college musicians and two professors seemed to
be able to transfer people back to a
time that they thought they didn't
recollect and put hope in the hearts
of the younger people in the audience that memories like that can indeed be made.
Other performances included a
Bob Dylan classic, a few Beatles
songs, a couple of Beach Boys anthems. Solos by Robbie Taylor,
Bobbie Rowe, and Paul Inman were
highlights of the show. A Red Hot
Chili Peppers original remix, and a
bit of Simon and Garfunkle thrown
in for some a little variety were great
touches, as well. The music changed
moods quickly, and the audience

Chanticleer

could be practically crying during
a folk song one minute and tapping their toes to a timeless
Beatles tune the next.
Pop 101 is indeed a class and,
hopefully, a club too soon, Dianne
Todd said. It counts as a one-credit
hour and students who take the
course, under Dr. David Bankston,
learn about the background of pop
songs, study its parts, rehearse, and
perform. They have had four performances in the Fall Semester,
and they will continue next semester.
Students are allowed to take
the course more than once, and
many who are interested in the
subject or simply enjoy performing do that. The dynamics of the
class change constantly depending
on which students take the class,
but the objective remains the
same: to open minds to pop music that was born more than five
years ago and is still alive. Another
goal of the class is to open people's
minds to music that thev wouldn't
have thought of listeni~g to.

African American Associati(m
meets every Wednesday at 2~30
p.m. in Student Cente,r 208. Call
349-2301.

STAR, Students Taking Active
Responsibilty, meets every
Wednesday at 6 p.m. in Student
Center 204. CaU 349-2337.
Focal Point with BSU meets at 8
p.m. in the second floor lounge of
Santee Residence Hall. Call3472470.

·THURSDAYSOutdoor Adventure Club meets
every Thursday at 11 :30 a.m. in
Student Center 204. Call 3492301.

PeA, Fellowship ofChrlstian Ath·
letes, meets every Thursday at

(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE,
Mass. - Pulling an all-nighter for
that big test tomorrow? Put the
books down and get some sleep.
A new study released T~esday
by Robert A. Stickgold, assistant
professor of psychiatry at Harvard
University Medical School, suggests
that without sleep, a person's
memory of dates and places is only
fleeting.
Students would be better off
getting a solid night's leep than
cramming for a few extra hours, he
said.
Stickgold also said his study
belies a frequent assumption of college students everywhere - that
sleepless nights can be made up a
few days later when things slow
down.
"The students engage in what I
call 'sleep bulimia,' in which they
binge sleep on weekends and purge,
abstaining from sleep all week
long," he said. "It's going to be just
as destructive as real bulimia."
For his study. Stickgold trained
24 students to recognize a pattern
of diagonal lines flashed briefly on
a computer screen. Half the students then enjoyed a good night's
sleep. The other half were kept up
I through the entire night.
Three days later Stickgold
found that the students who pulled
an all-nighterweren't any better at
recognizing the line patterns than
they had been originally. The students who slept, however, remembered the patterns and recognized
them more easily.

"Regardless of when we trained
the subject, they cannot show .improvement in performance until
they've slept on it," Stickgold said.
Stickgold said he believes that
when students sleep, their memories are consolidated and reorganized so that information stays with
them in the long term.
Stickgold also said that while
most people need eight to eight and
a half hours of sleep to feel wellrested, the time can vary from individual to individual - though
few people get as much as they
should.
"Your body tells you how much
sleep you need, and we all ignore
it," Stickgold said. "The test I tell
people is, if you drin~ coffee before
10 a.m., then you're just elf-medicating."
Stickgold said that in his experience, Harvard students - with
difficult classes, problem sets and
midterms - are particularly prone
to ignoring their need for sleep. He
blamed Harvard for perpetuating
the nasty habit.
"Shame on Harvard for trying
to put in another meal at midnight
in tead of backing off on the
workload," he said.
Some students, like Valentina
M. Perez '03, have already learned
the hard wa)~ Perez said she averaged three hours of sleep a night
her first year but then changed her
habits; she now clocks in at lea t .
even hours of sleep per night.
"I've already learned that when
you sleep more, you do better,"
Perez said. "The key is time management - sleep definitely makes
a difference on your output."

Seeking
Part-time youth director
with possibility of full-time position
Send resume to:
Attn: Personnel
Lakeside Baptist Church
P.O. Box 237
North Myrtle Beach, SC 29597

6:30 p.m. in StudeI:\t Center 208.

call 34--2301.

·FRIDAYS·
Chanticleer, student newspaper~
meets every Friday at 2:30 p.m.
in Student Center 205. Call 349-

2330.

-* Listyour cluh's or organization's

meeting time for free. E-mail

c/umticieer@ccucs.coastal.edu or caU
349-2330.

# 1 Spring Breal< Vacations!
Best Prices Guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida:' Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go
Free! Book Cancun & get free meal plan. Earn
cash & Go Free! Now hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

®~
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Habitat for Humanity brings joy to Ie
By CANDACE DAVIS
staff writer
Is there anything better than
giving back to the community or
helping those in need? Volunteers
for the Habitat for Humanity
project would say there is not.
Habitat for Humanity is a volunteer service group that helps
build homes for needy families .
The group is currently working to
build two homes in the Myrtle
.Beach area.
On Saturday, Nov. II, Habitat
for Humanity volunteers, consisting of workers from the community as well as Coastal Carolina's
S.TA.R. organization, met at the
worksite near Broadway at the
Beach around 8 a.m. The goal for
the day for the volunteers was to
landscape the yards of the two
homes being built.
"When we arrived at the site
where the homes were being built,
I thought that we would be doing
things like painting the outside of
the homes or the interior," said
Aundrea Rue, co-coordinator of
S.TA.R. "The homes were basically
already built so I did not think there
would be much to do besides paint.
Once the organizers of the project
began expIainingwhat they needed
help with, the landscaping, I real-

....... ~c..-c..,..
Members of CCU·s STAR helped to landscape two Habitat
houses in Myrtle Beach.

ized we had a great deal of work to
do."
S.T.A.R. volunteers were assigned to level off huge piles of fill
dirt in the yards. It was necessary
to have this dirt leveled off and
spread across the yards so that trees
and shrubs could be planted, as well
as sod laid. Though the work was
tiresome, the group' made things
fun.
"The two homes being landscaped for Habitat for Humanity
were directly across the street from

one another. When we broke the
S.T.A. R. volunteers into two
groups, one for each yard, a little
competition began. Each group
was trying to get their hill of dirt
spread first," explained Allison
Joslyn, S.T.A.R. co-coordinatoL
The directors of the Habitat for
Humanity project received plenty
of laughs from the Coastal volunteers. The directors were busy handling more complicated tasks: wiring the homes for electricity, hanging doors on hinges, and installing

variou other thing .
men re aI · n in and out of th
hom they e
mu d b 0
of the volunteers' anti . A couple
of the volunt
seem d to be pIa ing "King of the Hill" nil trying
to level off the pil of din.
"Overall I would say the proj ct
was a succe ," said Alicea Lyl , a
Santee Dorm Re ident As i tant
and S.T.A.R. volunteer. ..
had a
lot of fun helping to landscape the
yards of the Habitat for Humanity
homes. I hope the families en' oy
these nice homes ....
Habitat for Humani volunteers and the S.T.A.R. organization
felt that they accomplished much
during the course of the da . The
S.TA.R. volunteers retired from the
landscaping wor: around noon, but
the directors continued to or
throughout the da .
"Helping other: gives you an
overwhelming sense of accompli hment and joy," said Rue. " I feel
that giving bac to the community
is one of the best wa s to how our
appreciation, and even help those
less fortunate. "
If anyone would like to know
about future projects for the Spring
semester, contact S.TA.R. at 3492337
or
email
ccusur@yahoo.com.
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Maybe by the time this article is
printed our country will know who the next
president is going to be. But even if we don't,
the United States will hold itself together the
same way it has been for years now: with lines.
That's right, lines are the very foundation
of society, keeping it structured and out of
chaos. If you are driving down the road, and
you accidentally veer a little off course toward one side or the other, you immediately
pull the wheel sharply back on course. You
feel your heart speed up a little, and you wonder what you could have been thinking when
you let yourself stray from the 10 feet between
the lines.
There are two reasons why a person wouldn't want to cross those lines: fear
of punishment and fear of physical harm. You
definitely don't want to run off the road into
a pole or into oncoming traffic. And you probably don't want to get pulled over for drunk

driving suspicions.
But even on a deserted road when there is
no one around for miles and miles, people are
still reluctant to break the rules. If there is
someone in your passenger seat, and you happen to cross one of those lines, they are going
to let you hear about it. But why? After all,
they are just lines. They aren't going to jump
up and bite you. They're not going to hurt
your car. If there is no one around, you're not
going to get into an accident or pulled over.
So why not drive a little bit of the way British
style?
You're not going to do it because you are
taught to obey those lines. And driving isn't
the only example. When you first started
school, you colored within the lines, stood in
straight lines, and learned to write on lined
paper. Imaginary lines were drawn during
games like Hide and Go Seek, and your mother
told you not to venture past a certain point
while playing with the neighborhood kids.

People say; "I'm drawing the line right here,"
when they want to stop s·omething. When
you do something a little out of the ordinary;
they'll say; "Oh, you've crossed the line this
time."
Well, I decided that crossing those lines is
FlOt a bad thing, but the opposite. Granted,
we probably can't go driving around on the
wrong side of the road like a bunch of crazies,
but the imaginary boundaries that we have
drawn for ourselves can be extended or possibly even erased. Eminem crossed the line,
the Pilgrims crossed the lme, Stephen King
crossed the line. And l,!ok how far breaking
fake precincts got them. Next time someone
"draws the line," cross it. Next time someone
scolds you for "crossing the line," ignore it.
Confining yourself to whatever others say are
your limits is cheating yourself from doing
something extraordinary. The road between
the lines never changes, so don't live your entire life there, what's up with that?

Norell Mitchell
Business Operations Manager

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Shamara Steele
Advertising Manager

•

On Campus Location

Student Center 203

Get up, stand up
Dear Editor,

Mailing Addre_

PO Box 261954
Conway. SC 29528
Website

http://was.coastal.edulci
E-mail

chantic1eer@ccucs.coastal.edu
News Office

(843) 349-2330
Buslne•• OffIce

(843) 349-2380

•

Meetings are held Fridays at
2:30 pm in the Chanticleer
office, Room 203 of the
Student Center.

•

Letters to the editor and
submissions are welcome from the
CCU community. All submissions
should not exceed 300 words and
must include name, phone number,
and affIliation to the university.
Submission does not guarantee
p.ublication.
Chanticleer reserves the right to
edit for libel, style and space.
Articles and editorials in
Chanticleer do not necessarily express
the opinions of the university's
student body, administration, faculty,
or staff.
Advertisements are paid
advertisments and reflect the views
and opinions of the advertiser, not
Chanticleer or Coastal Carolina
University.

During the first half of this Fall 2000 semester I have been truly enlightened by events
on this campus and in my life. I have always
been aware of the plights in my communit)~
locally and worldwide, but I have never tried
to change anything ... until no\\~
I t is time for someone to stand up and
usher in that change. Whether it is at Coastal
or communities here or abroad. We must realize that in this country we are not truly free.
We all, Black, White, Red, or Yellow, have God
given rights to every facet of this earth., but
"we" do not in the "United States of America."
Man wrote all the rights we have in this country after its establishment. We were not
counted or thought of when the Constitution
of this country was written. What does this
mean? We are hanging by a thread. These
"rights" can be striped from us in the beat of
a heart .
Let's take into hand what Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr., Malcolm X., Medgar Evers,
and the four little girls in Birmingham, Ala.,
fought and died for. Do not allow them to die
in vain. They gave up something we probably
take for granted everyd~y.. .life. Do not get
caught up in idolizing images in daily media
(i.e., rap videos, news, etc.) Anything seen or
heard that portrays us in a negative light or
stereotypically don't follow that poor model.
I pose a few questions to those that care:
1. What is my purpose?
2. Am I making a difference?
3. What can I do to make a difference?
4. Am I at my full potential?
If you don't have a reasonable answer for
three out of four of those questions, it is time
to formulate an answer for them. Only a small
percentage of people go to college and even a
smaller number of Blacks. Make the most of

your college days and use the tools gained in
these four years plus in that cold, cold world
we face.
We are descendants of kings and queens.
That is the standard we should live up to. No
mater your 'runerican social status" you are
royalty. Carry and demand respect as uch.
That is a part of our hertiage and should never
die. Know, love, respect, and honor who and
what you are. Get involved and be aware of
what affects our community. If we don't care,
who else will?
STILL WE RISE!
- Christopher Moore
President, African-American Association
Vice-President, NMCP-CCU Chapter

Take a Look in the
Mirror
Dear Editor,
I have a few things to say to minorities about
improving race relations on Coastal's campus.
As I said before I commend anyone that is taking this matter seriously and doing what is necessary to solve this problem. Now back to the
subject matter. What is the roll of minorities in
improving race relations? Well if we really want
to improve race relations anywhere there are a
few issues that we must address. Some of this is
going to come across the wrong way but I am
doing this for our own benefit.
The biggest one in my opinion is the issue
of trust. A great deal of minorities, and some
are here on this campus, believe that' white
people are out to destroy them or hold them
down' and that every white person is a racist.
Okay I really want you to think about this one
and how stupid this sounds. If every Caucasian

was a racist and trying to hold you back, urn I
hate to be the one that points this out but none
of us would be not have the opportunities and
positions that we are now blessed with. None 0
us would be in college or educated to the extent
we are now, or even be able to have decent jobs
because we would all till be picking cotton on a
plantation somewhere. I know that in the back
of your mind you are saying well what about
the Civil War and the Civil Rights Moveinent? .
They would have still made a major impact on
everything. Think logically for a moment. If
every white person were a 100%, grade A rad t
one of two things would have happened. One,
these two historical events would have never
taken place in the first place or two these two
events would have taken place but neither would
have anything to do with you because no one
would care about you and you would still be
picking cotton.
Now about the issue of trust. If you are the
type of person who says that you can't trust
white people because they are out to manipulate and step allover you, wake up and wipe the
crust out of your eyes! You really can't trust anyone anymore regardless of his or her race. We
are all humans with the capacity to manipulate
injury and destroy anyone or anything. To be
honest with you I have been dogged by more
people of my own race than by those of another,
and most of the time it's so that they can look
better in the eyes of others. Sounds familiar in
anyway?
I am not trying to say that thinking this way
is unjust because you have your reasons. Honestly I have even thought this way at times, but
I ~;lve always reminded myself of what my
mother always taught me about treating people
as individuals and not stereotyping them just
because one person of a certain group has done
something to me. This sounds like some advice
everyone of all races should take to heart.
The second issue that we have to deal with
is with respect. Just because the color of your
Continued on page 5
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Hanukl<ah should not be over ado e
By ERIN SCHWARTZ
The State News (Michigan State u.)
(U-WIRE) EA T LA 51 G, Mich. 'Twas the night before Christm , and ,hat
did I do, but sit around rondering what I
;vas going to do the next day.
Growing up in a Jewish hou ehold, we
usually tuffed the hou e with rented movies
and Chine e food, because that's basically all
- we could find open.
I alway sat gazing out at the nowy
morning, thinking about the millions of
people sitting around their Chrisunas trees,
opening gifts, smiling at Santa and thanking
one another for the new TV et or pair of
skis they just acquired. Well, yeah we did
that too, the gift-exchanging thing I mean.
But it was a couple of weeks ago, and instead of thinking about the millions of people
celebrating our eight sacred nights of Hanukkah, the five in my family gathered around
the menorah, sang our beautiful prayers, and
remembered the sacred story of how Hanuk-

kah came to be.
My mom would tell the story. "When all
the Jewi h temples w re b in destroy db
evil terrori t long go all th oil had b n
bani hed in the d struction except for a very
mall amount of oil that burned for ei ht
nights, in turn, giving light to the eight nights
of Hanukkah.
We exchang d the few gifts r could afford to buy or rna one another for thi y ar'
Hanukkah celebration. I suppo e I'm not·u
peaking for the Je when tho e who celebrate other holida such
Ramadan or
Kwanzaa get a d, V\'hat did .:ou g t for
Christmas? And e ery ear I have to sa} "I
don't celebrate Christmas." "But why no ?
Why not succumb to the universal holiday Chri tma ha become and join in the
green, red and gold festivities of the majority? And then for those who know you celebrate another holida , they feel awkward
asking you what you got on every one of the
eight nights of Hanukkah turning the Jewish celebration into a greedy holiday becau e

Beth Roddick

And you thought there was a
difference between dimpled
and pregnant!
By the time this gets printed we may have
already declared a president of the United
States but at the rate things are moving down
in Florida I don't think that's possible. Either way, no matter who appears to be the
winner, the loser will simply file suit, or demand another recount conviently asking
certain ballots (that happened to be in favor
of the other guy) to be disallowed on some
technicality.
You know I wasn't truly embarrassed
about my country and the ~ay they have
handled this election, until Cuba and Mexico
offered to send an unbiased delegation to
help oversee the process. ow what does it
say about his nation when the communi ts
are offering to help solve our nations problems, not to mention laughing at our democracy . How about that. The world policemen need an internal affairs department. The
funny thing is ] am so tired of hearing about
this election ] am just about ready to tell
Fidel Castro himself to oversee the ballot recount if it will speed it up an ~ Florida ha n't
had much luck lately have they? First the
Elian conflict, and now this eJection nightmare. ] am aLo getting more email about
politic than I have in my Ii~ . I don t know
which one I like more; th Florida citizen
claiming to hold the el ction ho tag until
;ve top ending them old p ople, or Great
Britain revocation of indep dane du to
our incompetance in declarin a leader. I
u ually jus r ply ba with the thr at ~ '" a
Pre ident trom Thurman viru . I happ n to
think tha' funnier.
You kno' 1 think ab ut it m b there
i a conspiracy h re, from our n tion' eldrly. They help claim incompetance and in-

efficiency in the election and it gets tied up
in the courts until an intermate leader i
needed , and who i up for that, onl the
oldest of old people, Senator Strom
Thurman. I thin that he has been keeping
quiet about this because he kno
omething. He's holding out for the pre idency,
and not only will he have not personally
spent a penny to get it, but think about i
He will just end up dying on us in office and
then we will have to have him buried as the
president instead of just a senator.
But you know, not everything about thi
election has been bad. A few good thing
have come out of all this hassle~ you just hav
to know where to look for them. You know
how education in America is alway getting
a bad rap, welJ our nation's children panicipated in Kid Vote 2000 and their election
went off without a hitch, even in outh Carolina and Florida. Mavbe that bod well or
our education sy te~ afterall. But on th
other hand wh t are our children leamin
from thi election· that dimpled mean the
arne thing as pregnant ? To tho eo ou with
ick mind I as refering to dimpled ad,
o hame on ou.
One thing th t I ha' found v
ing is th ov r II int r t that thi
has parked, and I m aruaOllS
ill aff, ct th
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Study shows nicotine
tatgets brain
By BlMAL RAJ KOMAR
Dairy Bruin

tine has other beneficial effects."
He noted that rats on nicotine
perform better on some cognitive
(V-WIRE) LOS ANGELES - tests, and that human smokers
Funded by smokers themselves, re- have lower incidences of
searchers have found that nicotine Parkinson's and Alzheimer's disdegenerates the part of the brain ease.
that controls sexual arousal, emo"The goal is to get the benefits
tional control and REM sleep.
of nicotine without the damage,"
Nicotine causes degeneration in said Ellison, who recently submitone part of the brain, according to ted a grant proposal to Philip MorUniversity of California-Los Ange- ris.
He anticipates that his current
les professor of psychology Gaylord
Ellison, who announced the rmd- research will bring on more studies
ing in the journal Neuropharmacol- of the fasciculus retroflexus, a part
ogy. and at this year's meeting of of the brain he considers to be understudied.
the Society for Neuroscience.
"We want to find what exactly
Ellison found that nicotine
causes selective degeneration of the is causing the degeneration and
fasciculus retroflexus, the part of the what neurotoxic mechanisms are
higher brain that primarily controls involved," Ellison said.
The researchers performed a
the dopamine and serotonin levels
minor procedure on the rats, insertin the body.
Dopamine controls movement, ing a pump to the back of rats
emotional response, and the abil- which delivered a constant flow of
ity to experience pleasure and pain, nicotine.
Because of the methods used in
while serotonin regulate a person's
the study, fourth-year psychology
mood.
In past research, Ellison's team gradu~te student Janice Carlson
has shown that drugs such as am- who worked on the study, said that
phetamines, cocaine and ecstasy people should exercise caution bedamage one half of the fasciculus fore makir.g connections with huretroflexus, but new research shows mans.
"The rats were exposed to a
that nicotine affects the other half.
"We know nicotine is a toxic constant dosage of nicotine, while
substance, but the fact that it kills smokers go through peaks and valthis one neurotract is striking," leys of nicotine levels," she said.
Ellison said.
Also, the rats were given a conThe selective damage to the stant dosage, while smokers usually
tract may hold implications for ad- start out with low dosages and increase with time.
diction.
With every tobacco product
"It seems likely that fasciculus
retroflexus is linked to drug addic- they buy, smokers are actually paytion and relapse," Ellison said in a ing for research to find out how
statement. "In chronic smokers, bad their habit is for their bodies.
The passage of Proposition 99
this tract may well playa major role
in 1988 raised taxes on cigarettes
in the addiction to nicotine."
The study stemmed from pre- by 25 cents - an increase still in
vious research but it was primarily place today.
Among other programs, Propothe result of chance. About two and
a half years ago, the researchers sition 99 included legislation to
were studying the effects of other establish a medical research program, the VC-Ied Tobacco-Related
drugs on rat brains.
The sample sheets, which are Disease Research Program.
"It was a natural choice." said
sent to the lab for analysis, have 16
slots for brain tissue. The research- director of the Tobacco Related
ers only had experimental tissues Disease Research Program Susanne
for. 15 slots. With the extra slot, Hildebrand-Zanki. "It was the most
they just happened to submit a neutral, and the expertise was alsample of the brain of a rat on nico- ready there."
The program has been active
tine to the lab.
When the results came back, since 1989, with a budget of about
they were so striking that it started $20 million, but that funding is
bittersweet.
this most recent study.
"I would love to be out of bus iAlthough the study hows the
negative effects of nicotine, Ellison ness," Hildebrand-Zanki said.
"Realistically. I don't see that
suggested that it has some positive
it will disappear soon," said
effects on the body.
"It's easy to make a story about Hildebrand-Zanki who anticipates
brain degeneration and that ciga- the program to go on for about 10
rettes are bad, but there is a whole more years.
other story." Ellison said. "Nico-
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Center offers advice on holidayeatting
By HEIDI CENAC
The Reveille (Louisiana State U.)

today include the grapefruit diet,
Sugarbusters and the Dr. Atkins diets, all of which fall into one.,or more
(V-WIRE) BATON ROUGE, La. of McNeil's five characteristics of a
- As the semester breaks for Thanks- fad diet. McNeil's characteristics of
giving and Christmas, the smell of fad diets are diets which include high
large home-cooked meals and favor- protein, low calorie fo('ds, specific
ite holiday treats lurks in the minds types of foods, high fiber intake, liqof students, but for some the holi- uids only and fasting.
days also can bring fad diets and
These diets also usually do not
empty wallets.
recommend much increased physi"The holidays are coming, cal activity. McNeil said. .
[people always say] 'I'm just going
"A lot of times you see restraint
to wait until Jan.I,' Everybody does on physical activity because you
that," said Julie ~1cNeil, a dietician don't have the energy," McNeil said.
at the Louisiana State University
When students go on these diStudent Health Center. "You can get ets, they lose weight, but usually
through the holidays eating right and they gain it back plus more, McNeil
not gaining the weight."
said.
McNeil presented several ex"Your body adjusts to the caloamples of how to lose weight and stay rie level you put it at," McNeil said.
healthy to members of Delta Sigma "It's very important to do the meal
. Theta sorority Monday night along planning and exercise together."
with reasons students should replace
Another way for students to recfad diets this holiday season with a ognize a fad diet i to trust their inbalanced diet and exercise. The stincts, then ask themselves if this
United States spends $40 billion on diet i for life or for a little while
diet books, foods and programs each becau e if they stop they will gain
year, McNeil said. With that $40 the weight back, McNeil said.
billion, you could balance the fedThe healthiest way to diet is to
eral deficit twice or take everyone on enjoy a variety of fo~ds from the
Earth out to dinner twice, she said.
food pyramid, using the palm of your
According to the sorority mem- hand a a serving ize guide, lose no
bers, some of the popular fad diets more than one to two pounds per

week and exercise regularly. she said.
Balanced diets are flexible and
students can be successful if they remember to make it easy on themselves, she said. For example, students can d.r:U:tk juice to substitute
as a fruit.
"It's important that to get your
portion sizes and to get something
from the food groups - that's the
only way it works," she said.
McNeil also recommended that
students take multivitamins to make
up for the vitamins they may not get
in their regular diet.
"If you're not consistent its important to get in a multivitamin, but
[the multivitamin] won't give you
a sudden b""rst of energy," she said.
Another part of the balanced
diet that students often forget is
water, not Kool Aid, soft drinks or
tea, she said. Students should also
remember to eat breakfast because
if they don't they will be hungry all
day and they'll end up eating at
night while they are the least active, Mc eil said.
"I always tell people to bring
something, even if its a bagel or
omething, ju t put it in a Ziploc
bag, get your fruit and go to class,"
she said.
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ra
resident and owner of Surf Water
Screen Printing, Stoney Canner.
"Dad is alwa s willing to help
around the community, especially
with the little things, like building
a deck or painting a house, .. say
daughter Lori King. This is why
companies such as, Surf Beverage
in Garden City and Suck Bang and
Blow in Myrles Inlet.. contributed
a night of music, great food, and
good old fashioned fun to build
their old time friends and neighbors, a new home.
All proceeds, including alcohol
revenues, were kindly donated.
Anxious partcipants played poker
rounds, donating all winnings to
this charitable cause. T-shirts ere
kindly provided for by Surf 'Vater
Screen Printing. Raffle tickets ere
sold; donated prizes varied from gift
certificates to ew York Prime,
Victoria's Country Kitchen, and
Village Surf Shop to free pizzas
from Papa Johns and Dominos
Pizza.
Two bands played half hour

Benefit concert raises mo ey
for victim of a house fire and
heart attack
By DAN GRIGG

into the nearby marsh, the stress
and horrors begin to seize your already dwindling sanity. Regrets and
doubts begin to fill your mind. pressure blinding your judgement. Finally the only thing left to do is pop.
You fall unconcious and finally
come to the realization you've just
experienced a heart attack. Oh, and
by the way. you also don't ha 'e
medical insurance.
This is far from a nighunare, but
rather a devisuning reality for Garden City residents, Glenn and Judy
Schiffhauer. The couple has been
in the community for years and is
said to be, "some of the best damn
people I know," according to local

managing editor
Try to imagine this. You've had
a rough day and all you really care
to do is get something, anything in
your stomach. You decide to treat
your already sick wife to a nice dinner out. The two of you dress and
leave for a night of pleasure. You
quickly return home only to find
your house burnt to the ground.
All your worldly possesions, all
those memories gone in an instant.
Oh, and by the way, you don't have
insurance. Between the tears of
your loved one and the burnt up
pictures of your grandkids drifting

LUNCH
DELIVERY

BOAR'S
HEAD
PRODUCTS
fIl

...

~

~

opana "
PHONE:

236-m2

The Plaza at Carolina Fore>t
HWY501

Myrtle Beall, SC 29579

FAX:

236-m3

COASTAL CAROLINA

HAPPy 0

4-7 mdaily
(with stu

tJfaculty ID)

FREE side of potato, macaroni or pasta salad
with any sandwich purchase
(in store pll1'rlm3 only, no other disoount awlie;)

BREAKFAST SPECIAL DAIIY

2eggs on aroll with
bam 1, ham, or sausage

$2.00
FREE DEI1VERYTO DORMS OR RESID CES UNTIL 7p.m.

'E

sets, free of charge. D pite freezing conditions and heavy rainfall,
Dim, a n band I d b Ed Tanner
and Adam Justice, ro d the crowd
with their first hi "Hold on" and
"Dim Red Light". Th band, jamming their fir concert appearanc ,
baffled the crowd ith th ir un pected vocals and ch rd led by Tanner.
"Ya I'm cold and et, but what
better way 0 kic ' off our first ho
than in dedica' on to these fine
people," say lead guitari t and b
up 'oclai t, Sam \tV·I .
Despit lou weather and th
CJemsonIU C game, 1'1 idents of I
kinds, from bikers to everyday college kids, showed their SUppOIt and
aided a famil in dire need.
rs. Lori" King ay it be
I'll ne er forget the kindne
this communi has offered my family. These people have gzven th Ir
time and money to a bmil r mo t
have never me Than' you all, and
God Bles ."
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Send holiday
greetings stampfree
By JEN

COFFIN

news editor
For another alternative to keeping in touch with friends and family,
consider electronic greetings. Every month, millions of people are clicking
to send specialty e-cards with funny sayings or image to each other via email. In addition to the holiday reason for sending cards, online greetings
may be ent for any occasion, such as birthdays, graduations, and even for
the political situation.
The process is simple: Select a card from the thousands offered, type
your name and e-mail address along with that of your recipient, enter a
personal tex"! message, preview the card and click send. The recipient receives an e-mail containing a link to the
'card,' which is actually a Web page with
music, cartoons or animated dra\'lings and
sometimes video. Cards may be sent instantlv or scheduled to be delivered on a
certai~ date.
In addition to music and animation in
the e-cards, many sites are adding other
services such as address books, calenders, gift
shops, electronic party invitations, and email reminders for birthdavs and various
holidays . Print versions of the cards are also
available for people to mail.
Although a few Web sites charge money
to send e-cards, others depend on advertising revenue to pay for their greetings. For
many sites, people may have to become a
member and most often there are no fees.
Critics argue that the e-card greetings are
less meaningful than paper cards because
they are unenduring and require less time
to send. However, many people like their
convenience, cost savings (paper cards normally cost between $2 and $4, and a 33
cent stamp) and the fact that senders can
personalize the elements such as message,
music and colors.
Here's a glance at some of the top sites:
Egreetings.com: Many of the cards at this
site include sophisticated cartoons with

e -cards

mal<.e it
easy to

l(eep in

touch with

friends and

family

online.

animated characters and like other sites,
dia Inc. as an entertainment network with
music clips are offered with the cards. Howinteractive games. Blab Media offers dozever, there is not an option to choose the
ens of free services such as reminders, adsongs. Music is one of its strong points, as
dress books, calendars and a host ' of other
E-greetings recently signed an agreement
fun applications such as custom card buildwith Universal Music to create a new batch
ers, invitation systems and interactive trivia
of celebrity music e-cards. The site added a -. applications. In addition, the site offers
service to be able to send music e-cards for
unique job opportunities for c911ege stufree, featuring artists such as Eminem,
dents, such as becoming a campus marketErykah Badu, and Papa Roach. In light of
ing representative.
the season, cards with holiday music are
ExpressIt.com: With a wide selection of
available.
animated and 3-D greeting cards, Expresslt
Mountain
(http:/
Blue
also offers a photo center in which people
www.bluemountain.com): Blue Mountain
may store, organize and share photos in an
Arts began the venture of e-greetings in
online photo album. In addition, the site
1994 by animating some paper cards it sold
has a featured arts and crafts project that
in gift stores, but then they sold the site to
people may use their computer to create,
Excite for $780
such as Thanksgiving
million last year.
Holiday CandJe Rings.
The site contains
Regards.com:
a tremendous seKnown foJ,". its colorful
lection and may
images and elaborate
appeal to younger
multimedia cards.
audiences with its
Regards.com is a part
animation and colof the Rare Medium
orful artwork. The
Group Inc. and also
site has added a
includes
party-invitation
www.Card4You.com.
manager that helps
The site offers more
to organize with an
than 5,000 cards in
RSVP
system,
150 categories. Sendmaps and direcers can upload images
tions, and it also
to create cards, schedallows invitees to
ule multiple greetings,
write messages to
and attach song snipeach other. The
pets from more than
text can be person300,000 songs. They
alized for all eare one of the only sites
cards, and for some
to offer live video
you can also add a
streaming movie cards
voice message by dialing a toll-free number.
and has one of the largest collections of mulAmericanGreetings.com: With more
timedia interactive flash cards, games and
than IS ,000 online greetings, its online art
animation available on the web.
includes simple drawings similar to Blue
Hallmark.com: The company has exMountain. Services on the site include a
panded to hundreds for its free online card
create and print section with formatting for
selection, but is no match for other top eprinting cards at home, except this service
card sites, which include a card selection of
does not work on Macintosh computers.
thousands. However, Hallmark cards inAnother service is a way to upload a photo
clude its designs for Shoebox greetings and
and insert it into a card and other features
cartoons 'of Snoopy, as well as all the typiinclude a personal e-mail reminder service.
cal categories from holidays to milestones.
Blab.com: The site was originally
Other sites include: All-yours.net,
launched as E-cards.com in 1999 with a
OhMyGoodness.com,
vision to provide the world with free, exanimatedgreetings.com and greetingpressive greeting cards via the Internet. Now
cards.com.
the company has morphed into Blab Me-

Avoid the crowd and shop online
By MELANIE

MENSCH

Daily Nebraskan (U. Nebraska)
(U-WIRE) LINCOLN, Neb. - Oh, the weather
outside is frightful, and online shopping is quite delightful this season for those who want to stay out
of the cold. Web sites for popular retail stores offer
holiday hunters a different avenue for purchasing
gifts for loved ones.
Shoppers can visit their favorite stores without
fighting traffic and waiting in line at local malls like
Gateway Mall, 61 st and 0 streets, and SouthPointe
Pavilions, 27th and Pine Lake Road.
Store Web sites, such as Gap.com, BestBuy.com
and BarnesandNoble.com to name a few, let curious customers peruse merchandise, select items and
purchase gifts, all with a just few clicks of a mouse.
Jim Bolin, department manager at Gatewa" JC

Penney, said online services offered the same advantages as catalogue shopping.
''You can avoid the hustle and bustle and shop
at home," he said. "If something you purchased isn't
what you expected, you can return it just as a catalogue service."
Web sites not only offer a sneak peak at what's
in stores but serve as a keen source of merchandise
information.
Jeff Martz, a manager at Circuit City near Gateway, said more customers tend to use the store's Web
site for information before a<.:tually buying an item
in person.
"People could buy a book or go to the store to
learn about an item," he said, "but they just research
it at home, reserve it and have it delivered. Or they
find out about it online first. Some customers want
to physically see it ver us just seeing a picture:'

Paul DeVore, floor manager at Target, 333 N.
48th St., said despite the benefits of online shopping, store Web sites won't replace the reality of retail stores anytime soon.
"If we sell out of a particular item in the store,
people can buy it online," he said, "but a lot of people
aren't used to buying online."
But some store managers said the online sites
help boost sales in stores by offering customers a
chance to browse without the holiday rush.
Bob Condello,' general manager at Barnes &
Noble, 51 st and 0 streets, said the option of online
shopping was the "greatest thing for the store."
"It's not competition at all." he said. "I mean,
our store has an ambiance that a Web site can't beat.
Our book buyers don't work that way. The stores
are where the people are, and we put it in your hand
right here."
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Wireless Wonder
The Nokia 8260 digital phone keeps you
in touch with the world, in style. The three
and a half ounce wonder lets you send text
and recieve text messages and send e-mail,
its a powerful PDA, letting you store 250
names, numbers and email addresses, and
its a 50 event appointment calendar as well.

u.s. Savings Bonds are gifts with a future. And
when you give them ~ year, they can make a rea
dent in someone's college biUs.
Savings Bonds can be purchased through most
banks, where you work. or automatica throug the new
Savings Bonds EasySave Plan at ~.p.
Cau l-8OO-4US SO 0 for recorded rate information,
or write to: Savings Bonds Pocket Guide,
Parkersburg, W 26106-1328.
For complete infornultion 8Ibout u.s. ...,j...fS
visit our Web site at n~tftiDII_ _""~
A publIC servICe of thiS newspape

Ball Less Mice
Mouse-in-a-box Optical by Kensington,
uses optical technology for better tracking
and works on any surface. There is no
mouse ball and no moving parts to clean.
This one is designed with comforts for both
left-and-right handed users. In addition,
there is a scroll wheel to speed through long
documents and Web pages with ease.
About $20 or up.

SP

G

2

Student Express offers Mexico, Jamaica, Florida and
Texas for low prices and the most reliable air.. Call
today for a brochure and ask ho you can go for
FREE!! 1-S00-SURFS-UP or www.udentexpres.com

No Writer's Cramp
Here QuickLink Pen from WizCom
Technologies (www.wizcomtech.com) is an
electronic highlighter that lets you copy, dip
and store printed text, Internet Links, tables
and charts, from newspaper artides, books
and documents, and transfer the data to
your computer, PDA or text-enabled cell
phone. About $180.

I See You, You See Me
Creative's Video Blaster® WebCam 3 allows
people to communicate in full-color, fUll-motion
video directyly from your computer, much like a
video phone. Some brands of WebCams are
available at Wal-Mart, Office Depot and just about
anywhere else. Popular for students to keep up
with their friends at other colleges and maybe
their parents. About $50 or up.

Play Anytime Anywhere
VAIO Music Clip Personal Network
Player by Sony allows you to play digital
music, in ATRAC3, MP3 or WAV files, after
downloading them from music Web sites.
This player has 64 MB of m"mory, needs a
USB connection and only weighs about 1.68
oz. About $300.

concert line: 913.3740
ticket ma.ter: 679.9333
www.tlcketma.ter.com

a trend, which sets it apart from the rest. For
pIe, the 60' were
marked by the presence of tie-died logo and hippie mentaliti . The
70' were a eros between John Travolta and Kis. For the .,'ear 2000,
party kids, equiped with pacifiers and g ow sticks, compete with 0called TRL fanatics
Ithin each trend a drug of choice em rge . The
60' are known for their intense use of marijuana and acid. The 70' t
W stage for LSD. Within our generation, a drug has emerged, ea iI '
acquired and undeniably intense. Many have compared it to an epidemic. spreading from city to to\ '11, engulfing tho e y.rilling enough to
experiment. Thi "epidemic" is knO\\'11 a ecstasy.
Ecstasy, a drug primarily compo ed of MDMA
methylenedixym thamphetamine), ha become an icon in all faction
of SOCIety; primaril ' among high 001 and coIl g }outh. Th dru
creates a euphoric feeling, affecting a human en of to ch.
Ecstasy, or "beans," ha 'e become hot topi within ne ' media, globally. ewscasters and reporters alike, attemp to d nounce the usage of
this debatable ubstance by stretching the
"truth." The media
highlight the fe v
death associated vith
the usage of MDMA.
many are already aware
the drug rarely kill ,
most death 0 curnn
rom lack of proper ventilation and dehydration. The truth of th
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HOROSCOPES

off the mark

by Mark Parisi

By Astrology Guru
-CAPRI CORNDec.22-Jan.19, Time is of the
essence and vour watch is broken.
Only conce~trate what is \\Titten
on your "to-do" list, otherwise
you will stray from your original
goals.

-AQUARIUSJan.20-Feb.18, You live in a
consumer culture. Don't denv it
and buy something to sharpen
your image and make you
artificially feel good about
yourself.

-PISCESFeb. 19-Mar.20, Connect with
your family. Offer to help wa h
those di he during the holidays.
Remember if it wasn't for vour
parents, you wouldn't be '~'here
you are toda)~
-AFJESM r.21-April 19, A Ie son told
to you hould be honored and
valued. Take it into con ide ration
when an important decision i
due.

-CANCERJune 22-July 22, Time to bog
down and prepare for you future.
Pack that resume and buv an
intervie\ving outfit. The ti~e has
come.

HA"~"~ ~R1lt>...

-VIRGOAug.23-Sept.22, Holiday
shopping got you down? Don't let
the empty wallet get you sad
during thi time. Rather spend time
on a gift from the heart, bake
cookie , take vour ~weetie to hi.
her favorite pl~ce or spending time
\vith them hould be a gift all its
own.
-LIBRASept.23-0ct.23, 'Near an outfit
that make rou feel comfortable
and confident. You'll shine a whole
lot brighter with that confidence,
geniune or not.

-TAURUS-SCORPIOOct.24-Nov.21. Count your
lucky stars because a surprise is
awaiting you at the nd of this
semc ter. You' 'e \'orked hard, or at
lea t should have, to de erve what
is coming to you.

-GEMINIMay 21-June 21, tray from
your daily routine, but only for a
brief moment. You will feel
refreshed and ,vill be able to look
at life differently

Nov.22-Dec.21, Organize your
life. Enough with the scattered
clothing and piled up papers. If
. ou don't figure out where the
bottom of your room is now, you'll
never be prepared for finals.

-SAG I ITARI US-

'tem

Are yo

C a

0'

ta. "

ORO PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Flaw
4 Plebe
9 Cap
12 Metal
13 Odor
14 S,E. ablte (abbr.)
15 Househokt (Lleriwi)

17 Beette
19 Happening
21
Carson
22 Wise
24 Help
26 Tableland
29 Utilizers
31 The Raven (Poet)

33 Green
34 Indefinite pronoun
35 Price
37 Tree
39 Eastern state (abbr.)
40 Number
42 Water barrier
44 Pro

46 Great lake
48 Rove
SOConcem
51 Against

53 Jury
55 Beautiful view
58 Medicine for cuts
61 Var_ of -al (suf.)
62 Hanging rope
64 Watch

Loo for
Tempo Magazine

65 Pig pen
66 Angl-knock fluid

67 Auricle
DOWN

1 Mother (slang)
2 Form of be
3 Back out
4 Close in
5 Stadium

a new issue
coming soon

6 Perform
7 Uncle (Provo Eng.)
8 State

9 Former
10 Indicating ileum (comb. form)
11 Daughters of the American
Revolution (abbr.)

I

,
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RlIlgling
Brolhl'r., ~ Barnulll .lIld B.ule\' ('in,u"
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\\dl Il(' III 111\\11 Ikl 7.-1 II ,II Iii, \;111111 (iI,IIIe'11I11

llillt'

(1Ii1'l'UIll

)001 ("II"ltIlll>It\,'

28 Knowledgeable
30 Unhappy
32 Fairy
36 Sack
38 Clubbed

49 Flower
52 Number
54 Carol

55 Relative (slang)
56 Feline
57 Bed
59 Edu. Group (abbr.)
60 Ever (Poetic)

10

63 Exclamation

·

N~t::.~,..
~ ~UN~
....... ~"-~"-~.......

Last issue's SOlution

41 Pleasantly

18 Goal
~L,~

20 Edge
22 Group of rooms
23 Flower
25 Male deer
27 Flavor

43 Chart
45 luggage
47 Age

16 Veer

C, OLL~- ~ U

~",,,,,,~.,~

-LEOJul I 23-Aug.22, Moments in
your love life are confusing you.
Forget about it and think about
those holiday gifts for your friends
and family.

April 20- May 20, Although
harsh and abrasive, endure the
winter elements. Protect yourself
from the cold season, at lea t
until the emester is over.
Othenvi e you 'Il be suffering
during the most important time
of year - final
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Girlfriend is a sex-aholic
such as eating and showering. So
if you can put up with your girlfriends overwhelming libido, you
can most likely look forward to
more quiet days.
On the other hand, if you two
have been together for awhile now
and sex is no longer new and raging, then maybe she is using sex to
replace clo enes and intimacy.
Maybe in the past she was deeply
hurt when she let a guy get clo e to
her. She may believe that if you
two get to know each other outside
the bedroom, she may get attached
and hurt again. So· sit her down
and start talking, but don't just
jump into a serious conversation.
Start off by chatting about fun
stuff- your childhood, your dreams
your ambitions- and ask about her.
Then maybe you can get her to talk
about things below the belt- not literally.
'
If you are really into this girl
and you think there could be something there, give it a go before you
dismiss her as a total sex-aholic. If
it turns out that she is only wanting you between the sheets and not
really in her life dismiss her and find
someone else that will appreciate
every part of you.

Lollita,
My girlfriend is the biggest sex
fiend I have ever met!
ormally,
this would not be a problem, but
it is disrupting my life. I mean she
wants me to miss classes or stay
up all night when I have a big test
the next morning just to have sex.
We can't even have a conversation
without her bringing up sex or
making some crack about getting
it on. I sometime feel like he
doesn't really like me, she just likes
the sex. How can I get her to calm
down a little?
Worn-Out

Dear Worn,
I first have to ask, how long
have you two been a couple? In
the early times of a relationship,
the excitement of "sex on tap" can
bring out the kid-in-a-candy-store
in girls (and guys). This can especially be true if they are young or
inexperienced.
After a few months the sexual
gluttony should subside and leave
room for normal human activities,

online. Then there are those that
feel that since cybersex is only typing and not real contact then it does
not constitute actual cheating.
Online sex is sometimes considered
an oxymoron. In order for two
people to have sex, they must have
actual physical contact with each
other.
Just think about this, how
would you feel if you found correspondence between your man and
another women, with details about
what he wanted to do to her and
what she wanted to do to him?
There's your answer!

I do not know what is wrong
with me. I am in a great relationship with a great guy, but I am also
drawn to cybersex on my computet:
It is just that when I am typing, I
can totally be myself or I can be
someone else. I can put my sexual
fantasies into words, say what I
want, and sometimes I take my adventures back to the bedroom with
my real-life partner. It is not like I
am ever going to meet these people
in person, but sometimes I feel like
I am cheating, am I?
CyberChick

Send /etters c/o Sex 011 the Beach,
charrtideer@a;ucs.roastal.edu or drup
them in the Chanticleer mailbox in
Stwlent Activities.
LDlleta is not a liansed therapist,
doctor (Jr ~logist. nis rolumn is
written as entertainment notfor
p"!fossional answers. Please ctmSlllt
yow physician ifyou have a problem.
&al names will not be used to pTrlt«t
the emban-assed.

DearCyber,
This is a very touchy subject,
there is no real "right" answer.
Some feel that cybersex is just
as graphic and real as regular sex.
The interaction of two people is
there. Emotionally relationships of
love and devotion can be founded
\1t1
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Not heartbroken, just confused
Dear Woman2Woman,
I was dating this girl for about five month and

w
started dating someone el e.
e did a lot together, hopping m vi , dinner: e c
I thought she liked me. We weren't eriousl datin but till couldn't
hav
starting point. I'm far from heanbroken but ju t a lIttl confu ed. I
to till b
I find it hard to do. Should I tal this out with her or let thi i

Mo' Problemz, senior education
Daysha: Mo' Problemz, It seem that thi girl i ju t en·o ng her life. J don't thm
that serious, honey. ometime out of igh i out of mind. Le i go and mo o. If i
it wiIJ be and if not life goes on, sweetie.
Kayatta: O.K., Mo'. First of all, if it was all like ou said it was ..... then
ould ha
everyday leaving messages with your momma. 1fust that. ometim people d 10 tou 0 n
another and sometimes the chemistry just i ntt there. So gues what I came up WI •••. holla a h r fo a
minute and see where her head is. If the both of you can pic up where ou left off, then
count. If not, do like my grandma sa "Let the door knob hit her."

Stuck in dry dating season
Dear Woman2Woman
I am a single, beautiful, intelligent, employed, independen woman,
of humor. I have alway considered myself to be a great companion for an
five years and some change) I have had a very dry season when it com to dating that

Fantasies into words,
is cybersex cheating?
Dear Lollita,

Daysha Alston

Don't get me wrong, I do enjoy not having to answer the "where were you last mgh
en I called" qu
but there comes a time in everyone's life when ou want
meone to 10 e and mean to 10 you m urn.
The real issue is this: I have known thi beautiful young man for three ears and me change and h and
I have never discussed a relationship involving each other, and ] care for him ery much. Ho can I
presenting to him what is on my mind about u without scaring him awa from wha we! con id a onderful friendship?

Smarel,
Daysha: It seems to me that your "nookin pa nub" in all the wron

pIa
Maybe you need
find
self love first. I am a finn believer in loving your self, if u do then happine will follow Wh ?
Because you will only seek out that which bring you fo .
Kayatta: Girl, you said three years ....Whoa! Let me spell with capital
me explain. I know there i so~thing called being shy and even a little indecisl . But th
nothin
called being shy or indecisive for three years. EGATIVE. Please leav thi relationship a a friendship
0
because he already has. I bet he wants you to come over so you two can pIa d or but d
commit to you being a regular patient.. That's messed up. You truly hav wasted our good braIn po r
that could have been focused on yoUI' upcoming final . Woman2Woman 100 ou ide of th fri
hi
for a serious companion. Woman2Woman i designated for th avera e person. It i not a
man
thang-just the point of view of tow women, with two towly differen perspectives. EVERYO E 1
invited to submit your questions.

Please send all letters aruI questitms to worime4retll@yahoo.com (K4yattll) a1Ul DatlllClltieOl @MIl com ~ ~ha). \-'\t
will be more than happy to giveyou the best possible advice. 1f we both foe1 the rted to answeryour qwstJDn. tnut me we
will. However, you are nwrt tIuIn welcome to request that.
11.·,,,1,
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Entertainment
November 28, 2000

Gwyn and Ben lBQunce' bacl<
By BETH RODDICK

staff writer

ODK Iri!l'lctioH Ceren:tony
Wednesday, Nov. 29 .
Omkron Delta Kappa~ national
J\9nor spCie~ will induct new members at 7 p.m. Wednesda~ NfiV.29
in· the Wall Auditorium. Members

nee~ to' arriv~ bY 6:45.fun. Recep~
tion wiUfollo\'v. Call JackieDeda at

349~2302.

Senior Thesis Presentations
Thursday, Nov. 30
Seniors in the honors program will
~sent their senior thesis at 3 p.m.
T:htirsda~ Nov. 30 in the Wall Au-

ditorium. Call Clara Rogers ~t 3492088, '
..

Joint Concert ·
Thursday; Nov. 30
Coastalts Concert Choir and Symphonic Band wilt present a joint f~ll
concert fin Thursdav, Nov. 30 at
7~30 p.m. in Wheel~Tight Auditorium. The event .is free. eall .3492515.

Although the title does not hint
at the real truth behind the movie,
I went like many people, because
'Bounce' promised to be a good romance movie. I ts the story of how
two people meet and fall in love,
but also in how their meeting was
no accident.
Bounce is a little slow on the
uptake as the plot between Abby
(Gwenth Paltrow) and Buddy (Ben
Affleck) are done separately and the
two do not actually share the screen
until midway through the movie.
However, each characters actions
are show to affect each other right
up until they meet. While waiting
for a delayed plane, Buddy meets
two people who change his life; a
beautiful woman named Mimi, and
a writer named Greg. When the
time comes to leave Buddy decided
to stay with Mimi for the ~ight and
gives Greg his ticket so he can go
home to his wife and kids.

A farewell reception, sponsored by
Pete Barr will be.at Ip~m~Friday,

Dec. 1 at the Wall BOard Room.
CaU349·2701.

DecemberConunetlcement
Saturoay, Dec. 9
Commencement for December
Candidates will beat lOa.~ .. $aturdav, Dec. 9 at theMYitleB~a(h
Con~ention Center. Call 349-2300.

promotlona' photograph

Abby (Gweneth Paltrow) and Buddy (Ben Affleck) share a heartfelt
moment after 'bouncing' back from the circumstances that surround
them both.

Film Reviews

farewell Reception
Frida}JDec. 1

the WaIl College ofBusiness, for Dr.

But something goes wrong in
the kind act and the plane goes
down over Kansas, where Buddy
believes he should have been. His
guilt leads him to drink until he
decides that he must make
amends to the family and he
seeks out Greg's w1dmy, Abby.
We have seen Abby on the
other side dealing with her
husband's death and faced with
the reality of being a single parent, has become a real estate
agent. Here is where our couple
finallv meets. The chemistry
doesn;t disappoint us and the attraction becomes mutual leaving
a very bewildred widow and an
even 'more guilt ridden man. A
wonderful romance with just
enough humor of a new relationship thrown in to keep the men
interested. We gave this film three
stars.

Carrey's 'Grinch' steals Christmas
By BRIAN DENITZIO

The Heights (Boston College)

Crumpit. From his perch, the
Grinch is able to see the people
of Whoville, for whom Christmas
is not just a holiday but also a way
of life.
During one of his trips into
Whoville to cause mischief, the
Grinch encounters the adorable
Cindy Lou Who (Taylor
Momsen). The young Cindy Lou,
like the Grinch, has her doubts
as to whether or not her fellow
Whoville inhabitants really know
what Christmas is all about.

Whos and transfonningJim Carrey
into the Grinch. With painstaking
(V-WIRE) CHESTNUT HILL,
detail. Baker was able to bring to
Mass. - Some things in life are not
life the mythical characters of Dr.
to be trifled with and somewhere
Seuss' tale. In addition, production
atop the list of things mere mortals
designer Michael Corenblinth magshould not dare to alter lies Christnificently produced a very believmas and all that goes with it. Christable, make-believe town of
mas has certain traditions, one is
Whoville.
to gather around the television and
Since the death of her husoand
watch the story of How the Grinch
in 1991, Audrey Geisel has enterStole Christmas, now a Jim Carrey
tained many offers to bring her
movie. Despite the ties to Ted
husband's work to the silver screen.
Turner, the magic of the simple '60s
However, she waited for exactly
animation and the heart-warmthe right pitch before she would
ing story is never lost. With that
entrust anyone with her
tradition in mind, the idea of a
husband's legacy. Director Ron
souped-up version of Theodore
Howard (Apollo 13) and proGeisel's (Dr. Seuss) classic tale
ducer Brian Grazer (From the
seemed as appealing as viewing
Earth to the Moon) keep the traa remake ofIt's a Wonderful Life
dition alive. If he were alive tostarring Antonio Bande.ras in the
day, Dr. Seuss would be thrilled
role of George Bailey.
with his wife's decision and the
However, Dr. Seuss' How the
product.
Grinch Stole Christmas manages
Jim Carrey turns in an into avoid stepping on any toes in
credible performance in a role
its portrayal of the original tale,
only he could play. The rest of
first published in 1957. This verthe cast is phenomenal, and the
sion remains very close to the
added material never loses touch
original, with 'most of the
with the core message from the
children's story actually spoken
book. Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch
by the narrator, Sir Anthony
Stole Christmas is a heartwarmHopkins. The Grinch, magnifi.
ing movie that should definitely
cently portrayed by Jim Carrey
be seen with the family, and has
photograph
(Man on the Moon), is the
the potential to become a holiThe
Grinch
(Jim
Carey)
taunts
little
Cindy
Loo
Who
in
the
remake
of
the
Christmas-hating curmudgeon
day
tradition itself.
living in a cave high atop Mount classic 'How the Grinch Stole Christmas.'
Cindy Lou is instantly curious about
the Grinch and seeks to find out who
he is and why he is loathed and feared
throughout Whoville. The events surrounding Cindy Lou's se~rch comprise most of the material added to
the original story. While die-hard
Grinch fans may be disappointed that
the tale was altered at all, the added
story mesh~s extremely well with the
established tale.
Much credit should go to fivetime Academy Award winning makeup artist Rick Baker for creating the

Chanticleer

WendyHo
shares 'talking
story' legacy
By JOY A. MAoAMBA
The California Aggie (U. California-Davis)
(U-WIRE) DAVIS, Calif. -A book cover with
an image of juicy mangoes marks the doorway
into stories of the complex relationships between
Asian American mothers and daughters and the
. traditions of the "talking story."
The mangoes, inspired by the fruits in her
mother's backyard, also reflect the erotic nature of University of California-Davis professor
Wendy Ho's new book.
"In Her Mother's House: The Politic of
Asian American Mother-Daughter Writing" wa
the main topic of conversation during a gathering of students, staff and faculty Monda' night.
Ho, a profes or of Asian American studies and
women's tudie, discu sed se 'eral issue
touched on throughout her book, uch a
globalism, immigration, American hi tory and
oppression.
an oral
Ho describe the "talking story'
history pas ed on through generation by elders and a a tradition that connec p ople to
hi tory. he also called them torie of urvival.
ot often found in librarie ,or in current educational curriculum, they are ofte forgctt n
torie and memoir of the working clas 10 t
in the tran ition to middle cla and un e n in
place of privilege su h as in academia, he aid.
By interweaving her per onal experience
with her mother and grandmother in her novel
and discu ion, Ho revealed intimate details of
her relationship with her elders and the complex meanings behind the "talking story."
According to Ho, it is crucial to translate
the "talking story" as an important political
legacy is found within them.
For example, simple gestures such a refusing to speak English, as Ho's grandmother did,
can be seen as a political gesture within the history of discrimination and oppression experienced by many Chinese Americans, Ho said.
"Where is my voice represented in mainstream culture?" Ho asked. speaking of the silenced voices of people of color and the working class.
She said her main reason for writing the
novel was to reveal the history and experience
of the "talking story" relationship with her
mother and grandmother in a new way.
Ho also spoke of fierce personal struggles .
and boundaries with language and class that
made and continue to make it difficult to tran late her experiences and "talking stories." The
stories are not easily captured because of their
intricately sensitive nature and the emotional
impact endured by the storyteller, Ho aid.
UCD junior Valerie Chueh said he could
relate to the themes in Ho's book.
"There's barely anything out there that we
can relate to," Chueh said.
Anne JervelI, a researcher in the human and
community development department, said he
enjoyed Ho's presentation as well.
"I really liked her talk. Even though I'm not
Asian American, I can feel what he id about
the relation hip between mother and daughters," she aid.

Enjoy the comfort and con enience of rave
with Amtrake this holiday season.

.
I

9

Student Advantage Members save 15%- on rail fares to over 500 des ina ions
all year long, including the holidays. To join Student Advantage, call
1-877-2JOIN-SA or visit studentadvantage.com.
For Amtrak information and reservations, ca I -800-

or visi

www.amtrak.com.
• Not valid on peak weekday Metroliner- or Acela Express" Trains and CaNdia port ons of trains operJttd j int
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Study: .Chemical mal~eup causes mosquito
By DAYNA GAFF
Independent Florida Alligator
(U. Florida)
(V-WIRE) GAINESVILLE, Fla.
- When Adrienne Kraft and her
roommate come in exhausted from
running late in the evening, Kraft
is normally covered from head to
toe in mosquito bites while her
roommate has escaped with only
one or two.
"I don't know why they seem
to like me so much/ Kraft said.
"They just do."
Mosquitoes have discriminating
tastes, and Universitv of Florida
researchers are tryin'g to isolate
which chemical properties the bugs
are attracted to and identify a repellant to help ward off atta~ks.
Researchers have discovered
mosquitoes are attracted to certain
people more than others based
solely on an individual's chemical
mak~up. Jerry Butl r, professor of
medical veterinary entomology at
VF, spends his time overseeing a
group of doctoral students experimenting on mosquitoes and their
discriminating tastes. He and his
students have proven mosquitoes
pick and choose their victims by
zeroing in on certain chemical
properties apparent on the surface

search of those nutrients.
Methanes and amm~nias,
which are associated with the digestion process, also are strong attractants. The digestion of hotdogs and
hamburgers at barbecues also is an
open invitation on which mosquitoes can feed.
Testosterone, the male sex hormone, and progesterone, the female
sex hormone, also act as attractants for mosquitoes, eliminating gen-

attacl~s

der as a factor in determining
which individuals are more likely to
be bitten, Butler said.
While Butler's research at UF
has been successful in determining
certain attractants, it has yet to
determine the human repellant to
mosquitoes.
"We don't know what the human repellant is," Butler said. "But
we know it's there and that it's not
just less of an attractive component."

tlO
of the skin.
"Mv research will allow an individual to protect themselves from
[the mosquitoes'] feeding," Butler
said. "It will allow an individual to
control his or her own destinv."
The way people present themselves determines how attractive
they will be to mosquitoes, Butler
said.
People who sweat a lot allow
their chemical makeup to be laid
out on the surface of their skin as
enticing palates to mosquitoes.
Mosquitoes also are attracted by

the amount of carbon dioxide in the
air. Breathing hard as a result of
physical activity puts this gas into
the air and attracts mosquitoes.
Barbecues also are an ideal time
for mosquito attacks. Grilling distributes fat and protein acids into
the air, attracting the bugs. Since
mosquitoes cannot produce fatty
acids on their own, they must look
for hosts to provide this essential
building block, Butler said. When
mosquitoes smell the fats and proteins from a barbecue, they are
naturally drawn to the locati"on in
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How Great Thou Art!
Sunday Evening Campus

Mass
December 3
7:30 p.m.

We accept
competitors coupons!
Socastee
4504 Socastee Blvd.
293-PAPA

Conway and CCU
619 Church Street
248-6661

Free Delivery and Carryout!

Admissions Building - Room 005
All Welcome!!!!!!!

Catholic Campus Ministry
(NEWMAN CLUB)

Merry Christmas
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Gile the Gift
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TSSAVINGS

NewCen:i~1 .BONDS
For complete Infonnation

about u.s. Savings Bonds,
visit our Web site at

www."vI."..,.,....' COY.

YOUNG ARTISTS
WIN PRIZES .Y ENTERING
THE ZOOI U.S. SAVINGS
.ONDS NAnONAL
STUDENT POSTER CONTEST
It's a lun, educational proJeCI and a great way tor
4 . 5th. and 6th grade ar1JslS to use Ihen talents
and learn the benefits of saVing
Plus they can WIll pnzes Including a $200 to a
$5,000 U.S. Savings Bond a trip to Washington.
DC. and school pnzes

To enter students must OeSign a poster
promoting the contest theme -Reach !of the
Stars - Buy U.S SaVIngS Bonds,- The contest
deadline IS FebruIII'y 9, 2001

Contact your school or write;
NatlOl1al Student Poster Contes
Savings Bond MarI<eting OffICe, Room 309
Oepartmen ollhe Treasury
Washington, DC 20226

_~

T "'SSAVIM;S
-~
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Join the Crowd.
We have plenty of services to go around_ Whether you choose
personalized service from our competent staff, or our extensi e
electronic services, Carolina Collegiate Federal Credit Union
will provide you with many Member advantages!

Carolina Collegiate Federal Credit nion
Q,astaJCamli.ta Universitye~BWmg. Room223 eCooway·
(843) 349-2035 ·1~7&.5861· W'M~oIiIIILm'g

c.oma 29S

Welcome to the last dance of 2000 .

~~~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo00000

8B

Friday, Decembe 1, 2000
9:00 pm to 1.00 a
Williams-Brice Recreational en e
small gymna ium
TICKETS: $8.00
FREE souvenir glasses to the fir, t 60 gue ts.
Sponsored by: African-American Association, Student Government A.ssociation,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Gospel Choir and 'AACP.
For more information, contact the Office ofMulticultural Student Services III 349-2863.

Arou ·, d
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Oldsmobile
Two Big South Conference Runners
Quality for NCAA Cross Country
Nationals

reer-high 21 points on seven of II field goal shooting (five of eight
from 3-point land) to lead the Winthrop offense. Winthrop's vaunted
defense held the mighty Tar Heels to just 39 percent shooting from
~e floor and the Eagles outrebounded their much taller opponent
40-31. In the Arizona State game, the Eagles never ;led as they fell
behind 8-1 in the first five minutes. The bright spot for Winthrop
was the play of senior Greg Lewis, the Big South Conference preseason co-Player of the Year, who has been hampered by an injured foot throughout preseason practice. Lewis came off the bench
to lead Winthrop in scoring with 14 points. He connected on 6 of
10 field goals and added two free throws.

Adam Growley of Winthrop University and Heather Sagan
of Liberty University have qualified for the NCAA Men's arid
Women's Cross Country National Championships. Both Growley
and Sagan qualified for the National Championships at the NCAA
Southeast Regional at Furman University this past weekend. They
advance to the National Championships, which will be held on
Monday, Nov. 20 in Ames, Iowa at the Iowa State Cross Country
Course. Growley, who helped lead the men's team to a 10th place
finish at the Regional, was at-large after finishing 18th (fifth place as
an individual not from a qualifying team). The lOth place team finish is tied for the highest finish ever for a Big South men's team in
the region. Growley finished third in the Big South Championships to lead Winthrop to its first ever men's cross country title. He
becomes the first runner in Winthrop history to qualify for the NCAA
National Championship. Sagan placed seventh with a time of 21 :48
in the 6I( Regional meet to lead Liberty to its best-ever ninth-place
finish in the Southeast Region. She was the fourth individual to
qualify out of ~e Southeast Region. She also won the Big South
Conference Championships with a time of 17:58 in the 5I(race to
lead Liberty to its first women's cross country title since 1992. Sagan
becomes the Lady Flames first women's qualifier for Nationals since
the program moved to Division I in 1988.

Basketball Season Underway
Big South basketball fans are hyped up for hoops season. Most
teams started their regular season last weekend with non-Conference games. The men's Conference season begins in December with
two games, and then resumes in early January. The women's Conference season will begin in early January. Both the men and the women
will culminate their season at the 200 I Advance Auto Parts Big S<;>uth
Conference Championship in Roanoke, Va. February 28 - March 3,
2001. The men's and women's winners will each receive an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament. Be sure to get out and support
your school, then check www.BigSouthSports.com for all the latest
basketball news from around the LeagUe.

E-mail Newsletter Returns to Bring Fans '
latest Big South News

Furman Stops. Radford
Radford, the 2000 Big South Conference Men's Soccer Champion, lost the NCAA Play-In game against Southern Conference champion Furman. The 12th-ranked Furman men's soccer team
defeated Radford 2-0 Sunday afternoon at Eugene Stone Soccer Stadium in an NCAA Play-In match. Patrick Tanner nailed the first
bicycle kick of his soccer career to put Furman ahead 1-0. John Barry
Nusum ripped an 18-yard shot past Radford keeper Andrew Essey
to seal the 2-0 victory.

Winthrop

For the second straight year, the Big South Conference will offer
an E-mail Newsletter to its fans. This year's version is new and
improved. Delivered weekly during basketball season and bi-weekly
in the fall and spring, the newsletter is free of charge and brings all
the latest Big South news directly to a fan's computer. To sign up for
the E-mail Newsletter, visit www.BigSouthSports.com. And while
you're there, don't forget to check out statistics and up-to-date stories on your favorite Big South team.

Han~

Tough In First Two
Games

Winthrop's upset bid of No.6-ranked North Carolina came up
just short in the opening game of the Pizza Hut NABC Classic as
the Eagles fell 66-61 after jumping out to an early 13-4 lead. Coach
Gregg Marshall's team fell behind early and trailed by eight at the
half before losing the consolation game to Arizona State, 76-68. Junior
forward Derrick I(nox, getting his first collegiate start, scored a ca-

Weekly Releases Available Online
The Big South's weekly sports releases are now available online
in PDF Format. Visit BigSouthSports.com to download the reports,
which contain notes, Players of the Week and results from around
the League. Follow the links below to get to each sports web page
and click on the PDF report link to download the files.
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By REBECCA PARKER
sports editor

History repeating itself i not
just a aying to the Coastal women's
ba ketball team. For the econd
year in a row the CCU vs. Campbell
game has come down to the final
hot, and for the econd time in a
row the Lady Chants come out on
top.
The heroics of the 5-foot-5
freshman point guard, Whitney
Shearer, who was playing in only
her econd collegiate game, capped
a miraculou comback. Trailing by
a point, h arer penetrated through
the lane, and threw up a vild hot
that found the bottom of the net
with only five econds to play, to
give Coastal the 59-5 victol)~ La t
eason's thriller wa amazingly
imilar to tonight' ,a Coa tal's
Brooke Vvei brod hit virtually the

same shot with four seconds to play
to give CCU the 57-56 victory.
Coastal was dominated in the
first half, trailing 29-17 at the break.
The Lady Chants clawed their ray
back into the game thanks to the
three-point line_ They only hi thre
of 15 trey in the fir t half, but the
econd half was a whole new tory.
Michelle Rodriguez hit back-to-back
three out of the locker room to tart
the second half. CCU went on to
hit seven of eleven 3-pointers in the
.
econd half of pla)~
After going on a 15-4 run to pull
\ ithin one, Coastal finally tied the
game at 39 each. Ali on Bach'
jumper v~ith 2:07 left in.the game
put CCU up 55-54, it fir lead
since the opening minute. The
game went back and fOPlh a ter
that. Coastal \'a up by three \ 'h n
Campbell' Carrie Emory wa
fouled \ ·hile attempting a 3-pointer
ith 19 econd to pla)~ Emory hit
he fir t two free thrm' , then put
ba her 0 vn nu to put the Lady
Camel up 5 -57, etting up the last
econd dramauc .
After hearer' shot put the
Lad Chan in the lead, Campb 11
ad ,- n d the ball up the floor "ith
no timeou left. The Lad ' Camel
had an excellent chance to core,
but the hot fell hon at th buzzer.
Coa tal' Alison Bach ored a
game-high 17 points, vhiIe
Rodriguez added 14 and Broo

Wei brod II. The freshmen ha r
stepped up an are major contributors for the Lad r Chants. Freshman Cry tal Brm 'I1 cored nme
points and pulled do Tn lOr bound in the game, '\ 'hile fello '
freshman Shearer fini hed wi h
eight points.
The Lad, Chants vere only allowed a fe\' day off to eat on e
turke: before th y had to take on
another foe.
aturda ~ ov. 25,
Coastal ho ted V'l ern Carolin
Uni'e i in the IGmbel Arena.
CCU •cm d the fir t four poin
of the game. but the • w unable
to hold on to th lead. Th Cata-
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By REBECCA PARKE
sports editor
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vs. American University, Dec. 2, 7:35 PM

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
vs. Jacksonville State, Dec. 14,7:00 PM

-------

vs. East Tennessee State, Dec. 20, 7:00 PM

REBECCA PARKER
PORTS PERSPECTIVE

re Profe iona
Ath ete Paid Too
uch??

pI re
a
m
Id et p Jd that mu h r
or You houl n rn .
ou are ettmg paId h t
mu h Then there i the t n au ,
. hat happ ne 0 playing for love
of the game.
To the people that mumbJe,
Wh can't I get paid that much for
my job?' The answer is imple. your
Job doe n't create the revenue for the
owner of the company you work at,
or you would get paid more. People
act like they're getting suffed. Let
me ask y u, When was the last time,
somwne tuck a gun to your head
and said .Watch this football game
or else?' Face the facts folks, the reason they get paid so much is because
you keep gOing. watching. and buying the merchandise. The bottom
line is this. if you panicipate 10 the
merchandis1Og. quit complaining.
Very few teams are losing money.
I happen to love the Tennessee Titans and I can assure you that Bud
Adams, the owner. profits from his
team. Mr. Adams understands the
value of hi players and pays them
accordingly. Are you really naive
enough to believe that the Titans
would have won the AFC Championship if they didn't have Eddie
George, Steve McNair, or levon
"The mak" Kearse?
Now. for you 'What happened
to playing for 10 e of the game'
people. First of all. do you think that
when Eddie was httle. he staned
playing football because he knew it
would make him rich? Get REAL.
Old you ever con Ider the odd of
becommg a profe sional athlete, yet
becoming a superstar? They're astronomlcal! Would you mortgage
our hou up 0 the max for lotjf the Jackpot as 100
h not you would have
han becommg a profes1 tel Plain and Impl

Battle on the beach
(without bikinis or speedos)
By REBECCA PARKER
sports editor
When you think of "battles on the
beach" it normally include scantily clad
men and women running around like
Baywatch. Not when Coastal is involved. Instead of bikinis and speedos,
the attire was sweatpants and longsleeve shirts. This was not your Echannel kind of "Battle on the Beach"
it was the "Superstars Competition."
The "Superstars" consist of the
Physical Education club members and
th~ competition was part of the
SCAHPERD (South Carolina Alliance
for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance) Convention, which
also hosted seminars to describe the
advances in physical education.
Teams from Coastal, the Citadel,
USC Columbia, Newberry College,
and other competed in the day long
affair.
The "Superstars Competition" got
off to a rockv start due to the
unorganization ~f the event. There was
no apparent overall judge or leader to
keep things going Also there were a
few missing participants that made
Coastal go from having four teams in
the competition to only three. \Vith
the official starting time getting pushed
back twice the participants were getting antsy.
Once everyone got there and the
activities got underway, the Citadel
jumped out to an earl' lead by taking

photos by Rebecca P rkarl sports edItor

Coastal's Phys-Ed Superstars held their annual
competition of brains and braun against other S.C.
college teams. Events such as the tug-o-war, blind
football toss, and a knowledge quiz tested the teams.

the sit-ups and push-ups portion of the
competition. Coastal, who had three
teams in the competition, rallied back.
CCU team three aced the knowledge
test, team two finished fourth in the
mile relay, and team one took the blind
football toss with 96 completed passes.
The knowledge test consisted of
twenty-five multiple choice questions
relating to physical education.
Coastal's brains proved to be worthy
of the task.
"It just shows that academically
Coastal can compete with anyone."
CCU Superstar participant Charles
Allen said.
The action really got fierce when' it
came time for the tug-o-war. There
were heated debates and protests as to
who was the real winner but officially
CCU team three finished fourth and
team one finished third in the double
elimination turned ingle elimination
tournament.
Once total points were tallied and
recounted Coastal' teams fini hed
Jlfth, seventh, and tenth. The Citadel
team took the overall competition.
Being able to have three team in the
"Superstar Competition" is a great feat
for Coasta!, this is the most participation that CCU has ever had in this
event.
Even with all the unorganiz d
chaos and controversies, this year's
competition will probably b a good
basi on what to do and what not to
do in next year's "Superstars."

